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Note to Reader: 
I have been writing about rethinking civil registration systems since 2006  

 “The Challenges with Identity Verification”  
 

Over the last year and a bit, I have written 32 papers, including two proposals, on the impacts 
from the technological tsunami.  Here’s a listing of them, by subject area, with links to each one: 
 

• Thought Papers 
o Artificial Intelligence & Legal Identification – A Thought Paper 

 Artificial Intelligence & Legal Identification 
o Human Migration, Physical and Digital Legal Identity – A Thought Paper 

 Human Migration, Physical and Digital Legal Identity 
o Digital Twins/Virtual Selves, Identity, Security and Death – A Thought Paper 

  Digital Twins/Virtual Selves, Identity, Security and Death 
• Proposals and Discussion Paper: 

o Bot Legal Identity Proposal 
 Proposals for Identification of Bots (Physical and Virtual Robots) 

o Human Legal Identity Proposal 
 Proposals Paper – Incremental Approach to Implementing New Age 

Legal Identity 
o Background Information on Legal Identity, Data,  

Consent and Federation 
 Background Information on Legal Identity, Data,  

Consent and Federation 
• Example story of an identity’s lifecycle 

o The Identity Lifecycle of Jane Doe 
• Technological Tsunami Wave of Change 

o Harnessing the Technological Tsunami Wave of Change 
• Legal Privacy Framework for the Tsunami Age 

o Legal Privacy Framework for the Tsunami Age 
• One-page summary 

o One Pager - The Age of AI, AR, VR, Robotics and Human Cloning 
• Technological Tsunami and IAM 

o Technological Tsunami & Future of IAM 
  

http://www.hvl.net/pdf/The-Challenges-With-Identity-Verification.pdf
https://hvl.net/pdf/ArtificialIntelligenceLegalIdentificationMarch2020.pdf
https://hvl.net/pdf/HumanMigrationPhysicalDigitalLegalIdentityMar2020.pdf
https://hvl.net/pdf/Digital%20TwinsVirtualSelvesIdentitySecurityDeathFeb142020.pdf
https://hvl.net/pdf/BotsIdentificationJan22020Final.pdf
https://hvl.net/pdf/ProposalsPaperDec42019Final.pdf
https://hvl.net/pdf/ProposalsPaperDec42019Final.pdf
https://hvl.net/pdf/BackgroundInformationJan172020.pdf
https://hvl.net/pdf/BackgroundInformationJan172020.pdf
http://www.hvl.net/pdf/The%20identity%20lifecycle%20of%20Jane%20Doe%20Dec%202018.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/TsunamiwavechangeApril2019.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/LegalPrivacyFrameworkTsunamiAge.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/One%20pager%20The%20Age%20of%20AI,%20AR,%20VR,%20Robotics%20and%20Human%20Cloning%20March%202019.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/IAMTsunamiFutureMay2019.pdf
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• New age identity, data, and consent  
o Privacy Gone – AI, AR, VR, Robotics and Personal Data 
o I Know Who You Are & What You’re Feeling - Achieving Privacy in a Non-

Private World 
o Consent Principles in the New Age – Including Sex 
o Policy Principles for AI, AR, VR, Robotics and Cloning – A Thought Paper 
o Legal Person: Humans, Clones, Virtual and Physical AI Robotics – New Identity 

Principles 
• Kids and Parents Privacy 

o Young Children Data Privacy Challenges in the Tsunami Age 
o Kids Privacy in Non-Private World - Why Even Super Hero’s Won’t Work 
o Children & Parent Privacy in the Tsunami Age 

• Robotics, Clones, and Identity 
o Legally Identifying Robots? 
o Rapidly Scaling Robot Identification? 
o Virtual Sex, Identity, Data & Consent 
o I’m Not a Robot 

• New age civil registration legal identity framework 
o “Why the New Age Requires Rethinking Civil Registration Systems” 
o “What New Age Civil Registration Won’t Do." 

• New Age Assurance  
o “New Age Assurance – Rethinking Identity, Data, Consent & Credential” 

• Deploying AI, AR, VR, robotics, identity, data and consent in challenging locations 
o “Where Shit Happens” 

• Protecting the civil registration/vital stats infrastructure 
o “When Our Legal Identity System Goes, "Poof!” 

• New age architecture principles summary 
o “New Age Architecture Principles Summary” 

• Leveraging Blockchain and Sovrin 
o “A Modern Identity Solution: New Age Vital Stats/Civil Registries, Self-

Sovereign Identity, Blockchain, Kantara User-Managed Access & EMP Resistant 
Data Centres” 

• Creating Estonia Version 2.0 
o “Creating Estonia Version 2.0 – Adjusting for Changes From 1999 to 2018” 

• New age civil registration/vital stats design, implementation & Maintenance Vision 
o “Guy’s New Age Civil Registration/Vital Stats Design, Implementation & 

Maintenance Vision” 
 

All papers are available off my website at https://www.hvl.net/papers.htm. 

.     

https://www.hvl.net/pdf/Privacy%20Gone%20March%202019.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/I%20Know%20Who%20You%20Are%20April%202019.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/I%20Know%20Who%20You%20Are%20April%202019.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/Consent%20March%202019.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/Policy%20Principles%20for%20AI,%20AR,%20VR,%20Robotics%20&%20Cloning%20%20March%202019.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/Legal%20Person%20March%202019.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/Legal%20Person%20March%202019.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/YoungChildrenDataPrivacyChallengesTsunamiAgeJuly2019.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/Kids%20Privacy%20in%20a%20Non-Private%20World%20April%202019.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/ChildrenParentPrivacyJune2019.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/Legally%20Identifying%20Robots%20Feb%202019.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/Rapidly%20Scaling%20Robot%20Identification%20Feb%202019.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/Virtual%20Sex,%20Identity,%20Data%20&%20Consent%20March%202019
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/Iamnotarobot%20March%202019.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/Why%20The%20New%20Age%20Requires%20Rethinking%20Civil%20Registration%20Systems%20April%202019.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/WhatNewAgeCivilRegistrationServiceDoesn%27tDoApril2019.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/AssuranceApril2019.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/Where%20Shit%20Happens%20March%202019.pdf
http://www.hvl.net/pdf/When%20our%20legal%20identity%20trust%20goes%20poof%20Jan%202019.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/NewAreArchitectureApril2019.pdf
http://www.hvl.net/pdf/A%20Modern%20Identity%20Solution%20Dec%202018.pdf
http://www.hvl.net/pdf/A%20Modern%20Identity%20Solution%20Dec%202018.pdf
http://www.hvl.net/pdf/A%20Modern%20Identity%20Solution%20Dec%202018.pdf
http://www.hvl.net/pdf/Estonia%20version%202%20Dec%202018.pdf
http://www.hvl.net/pdf/Guy%27s%20implementation%20vision%20December%202018.pdf
http://www.hvl.net/pdf/Guy%27s%20implementation%20vision%20December%202018.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/papers.htm
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Executive Summary 
The convergence of AI, AR, VR, robotics and cloning will change the world similar to when the 
cell phone and the internet arrived.  Globally, it will cause us to rethink how we live, work and 
play.  It will change how business is done, how we buy goods/services, how we educate and heal 
ourselves and even likely change what goes on in the bedroom. In short, it’s a technological 
tsunami approaching our shores. 

There’s a catch to this revolution.  In the not so distant future, simply walking down a street, will 
generate LOTS of behavioral/biometric data EACH SECOND for a person.  Marketers, retail, 
news, etc. will see your gait, where you look, how long you look, be able to determine your 
emotions and use this, to not only identify you, but also deliver customized goods and services to 
you.   

As you approach a store, they’ll know you’re coming.  They’ll be able to map back to every time 
you walked by the store, determining what advertising works for you today and, via your AR 
glasses/lens, display this to you.  As you enter the store, an AI generated virtual assistant, i.e. a 
robot, will greet you, intimately knowing you and customizing its responses to you. A person’s 
privacy will be effectively gone. 

Millions and then billions of robots, both virtual and physical, will be created.  They will be used 
in manufacturing, retail, foods, education, health, services and even sex.   

Add to this already complex mix human clones.  It’s highly likely they’ll be created at lower and 
lower price points. It will proceed from cloning our pets to cloning ourselves.   

Industry leaders across the spectrum, from technology, retail, education, health, etc., will want, 
and/or be forced, to deploy the technology, to compete, offering finely tailored good and services 
to their customers. They’ll want to mitigate their civil lawsuit and criminal charge risk in every 
jurisdiction, especially with respect to legal minors, i.e. kids. 

Government leaders will want to enable business to easily occur yet also want to protect their 
citizens’ privacy.  Yet they face a new challenge.  They need new laws and regulations 
addressing identity, data privacy and consent enforceable, not only within their jurisdiction, but 
also globally.  

The premise of this paper is all of the above requires global policy principles with respect to 
identity, data and consent.  They should be used to drive the technology and new 
laws/regulations.  It MUST put the citizen in control of their legal identity, data and consent. 
while, at the same time, enabling business to function smoothly, globally.   

The paper states the principles.  Then they are explained via use cases with Jane Doe.   
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Who’s the Thought Paper Aimed At? 
• Industry Leaders and Their Legal Counsels 

o You want to enable your businesses to easily use the technology to compete and 
drive market share yet, at the same time, you want to limit your potential civil 
lawsuit and criminal liabilities 

o Thus, you need to have a common legal playing field across all jurisdictions 
o You should be driving the principles to create common new laws and regulations 

pertaining to identity, data and consent 
• Government Policy Leaders 

o To enable your country to economically flourish in these times of rapid 
technological change, you need to have laws and regulations able to allow 
businesses to take advantage of the new technology 

o However, at the same time, you want to protect your citizens  
o This is now VERY challenging since electrons can easily move across borders  
o Thus, you need to have common guiding principles you, other jurisdictions and 

industry can agree to.  These should be used to create new laws and regulations 
pertaining to identity, data and consent 

• Privacy Groups 
o This technological tsunami approaching our shores means your old ideas of 

identity, data and consent privacy need to be rethought 
o You also need to ensure if a citizen’s privacy breach occurs in one jurisdiction, 

caused by malicious entities in another jurisdiction, the law will be upheld and the 
citizen’s privacy protected 

o Kids are at risk in this new revolution.  They’ll be one of the first groups to adopt 
this and easily fall prey to having their identity’s and behavioral/biometric data 
mis-used and/or consuming services, like virtual sex, when they are not of legal 
age 

o Thus, you need to have input to create new principles used to create new laws and 
regulations globally 

• Citizens 
o You live in an increasingly complex world 
o You’ll likely want the new goods and services offered via AI, AR and VR 
o You’ll also want to be able to decide how to use your bodies, control your identity 

and manage your consent 
o You need new laws and regulations allowing all of the above to happen while at 

the same time protecting yourselves 
o Thus, you too need to have input to create new principles which are used to create 

new laws and regulations 
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Policy Principles for AI, AR, VR, Robotics & Cloning - A Thought Paper 

Introduction 
This is a thought paper covering my ideas on AI, AR, VR, robotics and cloning policy principles.  
Why do we need it? 

The planet is undergoing a technological revolution with the combination of: 

• Artificial intelligence (AI) 
• Augmented reality (AR) 
• Virtual reality (VR) 
• Robotics (both virtual and physical) 
• Genetic engineering  
• Nanotechnology 
• Wireless communication 

 

The result is what Wired Magazine recently called “Mirrorworld” 
(https://www.wired.com/story/mirrorworld-ar-next-big-tech-platform/).   It’s a world where 
the lines between virtual and physical blur.   

Couple this with genetic engineering and human cloning.  Today a company, Boyalife, in China 
is working at cloning 100,000 cows a year going to 1 million 
(https://www.boyalifegroup.com/our-business/genomics/).   In 2015, their CEO publicly stated 
they could clone humans but weren’t.  

In Israel, scientists recently said, within a year, they may be able to offer a complete cure for 
cancer (https://www.forbes.com/sites/robinseatonjefferson/2019/01/29/israeli-scientists-say-
they-will-have-a-complete-cure-for-cancer-within-a-year/#431e18cc3621).   

Summing all this together, I believe the revolution will be akin to the introduction of the cell 
phone and the internet.  It will change our ideas of who we are, what we can do, who we can do 
it with and how we work, live and play.   

This revolution will not only change our perception of ourselves and our world BUT, it will 
bring with it new challenges in identity and data privacy.  Simply walking down a block will 
generate LOTS of information, EVERY SECOND, about yourself, your body, your behavior, 
where you look, eyeblinks per second, etc.   

From the metadata alone, governments and commercial enterprises will be able identify you.  
They’ll also be able to go back in time and compare this to the last time you walked down the 
block or a year ago, determining even your feelings while walking.   

https://www.wired.com/story/mirrorworld-ar-next-big-tech-platform/
https://www.boyalifegroup.com/our-business/genomics/
https://news.yahoo.com/china-clone-factory-scientist-eyes-human-replication-061141389.html
https://news.yahoo.com/china-clone-factory-scientist-eyes-human-replication-061141389.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/robinseatonjefferson/2019/01/29/israeli-scientists-say-they-will-have-a-complete-cure-for-cancer-within-a-year/#431e18cc3621
https://www.forbes.com/sites/robinseatonjefferson/2019/01/29/israeli-scientists-say-they-will-have-a-complete-cure-for-cancer-within-a-year/#431e18cc3621
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Stores will, “see you coming” and alter their advertising customized for you.  When you enter a 
store, a personalized AI robot will be there to assist you, knowing LOTS about you, your buying 
habits, etc. 

The revolution also extends into the bedroom.  The combination of AI/AR/VR with new 
technology allowing you to feel, smell and touch, is being used to create virtual sex 
environments.  Your partner, or partners, may be AI generated robots or virtual selves of other 
people.  It’s leading to what’s called Digisexuality (https://theconversation.com/for-the-love-of-
technology-sex-robots-and-virtual-reality-110690).   

This revolution affects children, teens and adults.  It requires new legal frameworks where we, 
the citizens, can control our identities, biometric/behavioral data AND where children are 
protected.   

The new legal framework must be global in scope.  Electrons easily move over traditional nation 
state borders.  Commercial enterprises, leveraging these technologies, will want a level global 
playing field to operate in.  Citizens will want to be protected from potentially malicious 
criminals who will mis-use their identity and data, regardless of where the citizen is and where 
the criminals are located. 

Before industry and governments leap to creating new laws, my premise is first we need new 
guiding identity, data and consent principles.  These should be used to create new legal identity, 
data and consent frameworks.  That’s what this thought paper is about. 

I’ve laid out this thought paper in the following order: 

• I state the suggested principles 
• Discussion with use cases providing an explanation  

 

  

https://theconversation.com/for-the-love-of-technology-sex-robots-and-virtual-reality-110690
https://theconversation.com/for-the-love-of-technology-sex-robots-and-virtual-reality-110690
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Draft Identity, Data and Consent Principles 
• A Person: 

o Should have the ability to: 
 Live off the grid if they so desire 
 Use one or more different personas 

o Will have only one legal identity when they deal with governments or financial 
institutions 

• At Birth: 
o A child’s legal identity must be determined using unique biometrics 
o The child’s parents/legal guardians will be given a unique legal digital identity for 

the child: 
 Containing the child’s name, birth date, parents and birth location 

o They’ll also be given a legal anonymous identification proving the child is a 
human without releasing the child’s name 

o The child’s parents/legal/guardians, acting on the child’s behalf, will be able to 
use the: 

 Legal digital identity to prove who the child is 
 Anonymous digital identity to prove she’s a human 

o The parents/legal guardians will have the ability to delegate to others the use of 
the child’s digital legal identity and/or the anonymous legal identity 

• Citizens Own and Control Their Own Data Produced About Them: 
o A person should be able to delegate their data to others 
o Minor’s data will be controlled by their parents/legal guardians 
o The parents/legal guardians must have the ability to delegate their child’s data 

control 
o A secure, legal chain of custody for the data must exist 
o Ensure the data is protected to minimum standards according to the type of data 

• When the Child Enters Their First Year of School: 
o They will provide their iris to be added to their birth registration 
o Parents/legal guardians can delegate use of the child’s identity to be used by the 

school 
• When a Person Comes of Legal Age They Will Be Given: 

o Control over their digital legal identity 
o Ability to digitally sign documents 
o Ability to anonymously identity themselves 
o Assurance the digital identity is not easy to masquerade with according to 

laws/regulations 
• Regarding AI/VR/AR/Physical Environments: 

o When an adult is in them they will: 
 Be in control of the identity/biometric/behavioral data used 
 Be able to determine their level of trust: 

• Ranging from the ability to act anonymously though to 
automatically providing consent for their identity and 
biometric/behavioral data to be used by governments and third 
parties 
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 Be confident the behavioral/biometric data used is securely transmitted, 
stored and used according to laws/regulations 

 Have control over governments and third parties to share the information 
according to laws/regulations 

 Be able to see what are: 
• AI generated robots 
• People generated robots 

o When a legal minor is in them they will: 
 Require their parents/legal guardian’s consent to have any of their 

identity/biometric/behavioral data used 
 Be able to show they are a minor anonymously 
 Have varying degrees of trust approved by their parents/legal guardians 
 Be protected against bullying according to laws/regulations 

o When a person who has power of attorney’s acting on their behalf is in them they 
will: 

 Require their power of attorney holders to provide consent to have any of 
their identity/biometric/behavioral data used 

o The replay ability of the data used must be regulated by laws/regulations 
pertaining to storage/archive times putting most of the control in the hands of the 
person 

 Any ability to change these must be by court order 
• Regarding Consent: 

o A person will have the ability to: 
 Centrally see all consents given 
 Change consents where allowable by law 
 Be confident all of their consents are securely transmitted, stored and 

archived according to laws/regulations 
 Be able to transfer their consent management according to 

laws/regulations 
 Be in control of their consents given on their behalf when a minor 

o A minor will: 
 Be able to give consent only if their parents/legal guardians give them the 

delegated ability to do so 
• The ability for parents/legal guardians to delegate consent must be 

securely done according to laws/regulations 
o A person requiring others to act on their behalf with power of attorney will: 

 Have all of their consents legally done by the holders of the power of 
attorney according to laws/regulations 

 Have their centrally managed consent managed by the holders of the 
power of attorney 

o All consents shall be governed by a central consent law/regulation 
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• Regarding Virtual/Physical Robots: 
o Robot creators must assign a unique identification to the robot 
o This identification will be placed in a Robotic Identification Unit (RIU) which is 

secure, according to laws/regulations according to global best practices 
o They will be registered into the civil registry system  
o Wherever possible the registration process should be highly automated 
o Robots ownership will be assigned according to laws/regulations to: 

 Individuals 
 Third parties 
 Governments 
 Themselves 

o A level legal playing field needs to be in place regarding robotic legal registration 
o When a robot is in a AI/VR/AR/physical environments they must have the ability 

to show they are a robot 
o For robotic singularity, guiding principles need to be created regarding robotic 

identification and data 
o Robotic termination must be done according to laws/regulations 

• Regarding the New Age Civil Registration Identity Verification System: 
o Be used for identity verification only 
o Be legally, physically and network separate from any other government/third 

party identification/authentication systems 
o Be able to provide proof will stand up in a court of law verifying the identity of 

either a person or robot 
o Records will link to the parents/legal guardians registry or robot’s entry 
o For human death/robotic termination 

 If biometrics used to register them are available, they will be used to 
confirm the identity of the person 

 Robotic termination will follow global best practices and be entered 
against the robot’s entry 

o All records of birth, name change, gender change, marriage and death will be 
digitally published in a consistent manner according to global best practices  

o Any biometrics stored in the civil registration system: 
 Must not allow profiling of identities 
 Be stored offline to enhance the security 

o Have the ability to pass Persistent Anonymous Identifiers (PAI) to other 
governments, third parties or individuals wanting to search/verify the identity of 
the person 
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• Regarding Use of Biometrics and/or Behavioral Data to Verify, Authenticate or Use 
For a Person 

o There Will Be One Central Biometric/Behavioral Identity & Data Law Which All 
Other Laws Refer to 

o Citizen consent required  
o This law must state how the biometrics/behavioral data can be: 

 Collected 
 Transmitted 
 Stored 
 Used 
 Shared 
 Archived 
 Deleted 

o Usage of the biometric/behavioral data must be regulated by laws/regulations 
• Global Principles Require Global Implementation: 
• AI, AR, VR, Identity and Data Require Secure, Highly Available Electrical Grid: 
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Discussion/Use Cases 

A Person: 

Should Have the Ability to Live Off the Grid if They So Desire 
Jane Doe wants to live remotely, supporting herself without any connection to most others.  
Depending on where she lives on the planet, she might be able to do this by not registering in any 
government identity and authentication services.  HOWEVER, she would have her birth 
registration, any name/gender changes or marriages recorded, and any robots she has which are 
legally registered to her.   

Legally Use One or More Different Personas 
Jane can call herself Gamer Girl, Sally Smith, John Doe or whatever she wants.   

Have Only One Identity When Dealing with Governments or Financial 
Institutions 
There should only be one identity.  Their identity must be verified by the new age civil 
registration system.   

So, if Jane decides she needs medical treatment, to pay taxes, etc., she will have only one identity 
in dealing with the government, even if she calls herself Gamer Girl, Sally Smith, John Doe, etc.   
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At Birth: 

Biometrics 
When Jane Doe is born, she is uniquely identified by biometrics.  Why use biometrics?  With the 
advent of human cloning, every identity needs to be uniquely, legally, identified.  Biometrics are 
the tool to do this. 

In other papers, I’ve suggested the use of fingerprints and iris to do this, subject to research 
confirming they are enough to legally differentiate human clones. Later in the principles, under 
new age civil registration system, I also state biometrics should not be used which can profile 
people, e.g. DNA.  Biometrics should be stored offline to mitigate the risk of the central database 
being successfully hacked. 

One of the challenges in using biometrics is the ability for the biometric reader to be spoofed.  
Therefore, I recommend tight control over readers and administrators taking the biometric 
readings. 

There will be cases where a child doesn’t have fingers.  Thus, use cases need to be created for 
this and alternate biometrics selected. 

On a final note, the use of behavioral biometrics may, or may not, have a role to play in uniquely 
identifying a human, legally, in the future. 

Please review the biometrics/behavioral data section of this document pertaining to the need for 
new laws/regulations pertaining to use of them for identity, authentication and data. 

Unique Digital Legal Identity 
When Jane Doe is registered in the new age civil registration system, at birth, she receives a legal 
digital identity. 

The premise is a legal digital identity must be built upon a legally defensible physical identity.  
Thus, the biometric identification come first at birth, or registration, immediately followed by a 
digital identity. 

In other papers, I suggest the use of Sovrin/Blockchain for this.  It puts control of the citizen’s 
legal identity in their hands.   

One of the drawbacks of Sovrin/Blockchain is it relies upon a private key.  These are currently 
not hard to maliciously obtain.  Thus, if Sovrin/Blockchain is to be used for the digital identity, 
and there are no developments increasing the security of the private key, it can only be used for 
low to medium trust scenarios. 

  

https://www.hvl.net/pdf/New-Age-Vital-Stats-Services%20Dec%202018.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/A%20Modern%20Identity%20Solution%20Dec%202018.pdf
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The digital identity needs to have the ability to be delegated.  Throughout this paper, I use 
examples where Jane Doe’s identity requires delegation.  The principles should drive the 
technology.   

Therefore, whatever technology is selected to do digital identity must be able to be delegable and 
also work with user managed consent services.  It is highly likely that either modifications will 
need to be done to existing technology, like Sovrin/Blockchain etc., or other technologies created 
solving the problem, 

Parents/Legal Guardian Using the Digital Legal Identity to Verify Their Child 
Jane Doe’s parents/legal guardians are granted consent from the new age civil registration 
service to act on her behalf using her digital identity.  This is complex.  Why? 

There are a number of use cases where the parent/legal guardian will want to grant limited 
identity management of the child’s identity.  These include: 

• Divorced/separate/co-custodial relationships 
• Schools 
• Medical treatment 
• Grandparents/family members looking after the child 
• Etc. 

 

Therefore, Jane Doe’s parents/legal guardians need the ability to authorize others, in limited 
fashion, allowing them to use Jane Doe’s legal identity in AI/AR/VR/physical realities.  Please 
review: 

• Levels of Trust section of this document where hypothetical examples are given 
• Consent section of this document discussing the need for new laws/regulations 

pertaining to consent   

Anonymous, Human Legal Identification 
Jane’s parents would be given a digital attestation, which can delegate to the child, showing they 
are a human. It also identifies them anonymously, i.e. without showing the child’s name.  For an 
example of this, see the “When the child enters their first year of school” section of this thought 
paper.  
 
Jane’s grandparents are looking after her.  She wants to play in an AI/AR/VR environment.  
Jane’s parents/legal guardians would have given permission to the grandparents to use Jane’s 
anonymous legal identification, showing she’s a human.  The grandparents would register Jane 
anonymously in the AI/AR/VR environment, giving Jane access. 
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Citizens Own and Control Their Own Data Produced About Them 
All biometric, behavioral and other data produced about a citizen should be legally owned and 
controlled by them, unless otherwise prescribed by laws.  Thus, Jane Doe, as an adult, should 
own all her data, regardless of which enterprise it’s stored in and also be responsible for how it’s 
used. 

In today’s world, existing technology centralizes data, taking it mostly out of the hands of the 
person whom the data is about.  I am personally hopeful the work of Tim Berners-Lee’s “Inrupt”, 
enabling control over our data, will be fruitful. 

Industry will rightfully be concerned over this.  See “Regarding AI/VR/AR/physical 
environments - When a person is in them they will - Be able to determine their level of trust”.  I 
lay out a hypothetical example of Jane’s possible actions.  Some of them are pre-consented and 
automatic to allow business to function smoothly using these technologies.   

My premise is industry will want to limit their potential legal liability, assuming the end user has 
an easy way of consuming advertising/customized services and goods if they so choose to.  See 
“Global Principles Require Global Implementation” section of this paper for further discussion. 

 

Delegating Data Consent: 
Jane Doe wants to delegate her partner to be able to see some of her medical data.  She delegates 
consent to her partner, using her central consent management system, for only the portions of the 
data she wants.  She may, or may not, set a time limit for the partner to view the data. 

There are likely many different data delegations use cases.  These need to be identified and from 
them data delegation consent principles derived. 

Please review the consent section of this document for more information about new consent 
principles, laws and regulations required. 

Minor’s Data: 
No minor’s data can be used without the consent of their parents/legal guardian.  Thus, Jane 
Doe’s identity, biometric, behavioral or other data cannot be used without consent from the 
parents/legal guardians.   

Delegating Minor’s Data Consent 
Jane Doe’s parents/legal guardians might want to be able to delegate their consent to a 
grandparent or someone else.   Jane’s grandparents are looking after her.  Jane’s parents assign a 
time limited ability to the grandparents to manage Jane’s data.  She falls ill.  Her grandparents 
take her to the hospital for treatment.  They delegate their consent to the hospital, enabling the 
hospital to use Jane Doe’s medical data.   
  

https://inrupt.com/
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Secure, Legal Chain of Data Custody 
There must be a chain of custody for Jane Doe’s data.  Her parents/legal guardians must have the 
ability to assign their consent on behalf of Jane to her grandparents which: 

• Verifies  
o The parents/legal guardians’ identities 
o Grandparents’ identities 

• Specifies: 
o What data consent is being assigned 
o Any time limits for the consent to apply 

Ensure the Data is Protected to Minimum Standards According to the Type of 
Data 
Jane wants to know her data is protected.  However, there are different levels of risk/trust.   

Jane gives her consent for her fridge data to be automatically sent to her grocery retailer, 
enabling them to restock her fridge.  The level of risk for this data is low to medium. 

Now consider Jane providing her consent to her physician, allowing then to monitor her heart 
rate as she goes about her daily life.  The level of risk for this data is high.   

Use cases need to be developed showing different levels of risk/trust for the data.  Based on this, 
principles should be developed stating the different levels.  For each level, minimum security 
standards should be developed and globally adopted into new data laws. 

The security standards should include: 

• Identity and credential assurance required for the level of risk 
• Device security the data is being generated from 
• Device endpoint security 
• TLS algorithms used to secure the connection between endpoints 
• Encryption and hashing standards 
• Digital signature standards 
• Firewall/load balancer standards 
• Internal endpoint standards 
• Data base standards 
• Archive standards 
• Audit standards 
• Reporting standards 
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As mentioned throughout this document, technology changes rapidly.  Thus, the data 
laws/regulations affecting standards, adopted globally, need to be flexible, allowing for relatively 
rapid change to them.  An example is quantum computing arriving affecting algorithm security. 
See “Global Principles Require Global Implementation” section of this paper for further 
discussion. 

Please review the biometrics/behavioral data section of this document where it discusses the 
need for new biometric/behavioural laws pertaining to identity, authentication and data. 

  

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1804.00200.pdf
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When the Child Enters Their First Year of School: 

Additional Biometric Added to the Civil Registration 
When Jane Does enters her first year of school, if the iris is selected to be used as one of the 
biometrics, her iris would be scanned and added to Jane’s birth record.  Why the iris? 

Iris and fingerprints have very low Equal Error Rates (ERR).  This is a measure of accuracy for 
the biometric.  In a court of law fingerprints and iris are two of the best biometrics used to 
identify a person (also including DNA which as mentioned above isn’t recommended for use due 
to its profiling ability). 

There will be cases where a child doesn’t have eyes.  Thus, use cases need to be created for this 
and alternate biometrics selected. 

Please review the biometrics/behavioral section of this document for more information on 
biometrics and new biometric laws/regulations. 

Delegating Identity 
Jane’s parents/legal guardians can delegate use of Jane’s identity and/or her anonymous legal 
identity to the school.  Why? 

In the future, schools will leverage AI/AR/VR/physical realities to teach with.  Teachers and/or 
other students in the environment may be on site or remote.  The school needs to register Jane as 
a participant, while protecting her identity, unless her parents/legal guardians consent to 
providing her full name.   

Thus, hypothetically, Jane can participate in the environment as an anonymous person while 
showing she is a human and not a AI generated robot.  If the parents/legal guardian consent to 
provide her name, she would appear in the environment as Jane Doe.  
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Coming of Legal Age: 
When Jane comes of legal age she will be given: 

Control Over Their Legal Identity 
When Jane comes of legal age, she would go to the new age civil registration office, provide her 
biometrics confirming she is Jane, and would be given: 

o Control over digital legal identity 
o Ability to digitally sign documents 
o Ability to legally, anonymously identity herself 

 

In other papers, I’ve suggested Jane’s picture be taken, and also digitally signed by the new age 
civil registration service.  My thinking is if a malicious person is able to take control of her 
private key (assuming Blockchain/Sovrin is to be used), they’d also have to take possession of 
her digitally signed face, AND be able to use a face mask in order to masquerade as her.  This 
needs to be discussed with privacy and security experts to see if it’s a good idea or not.   

Assurance the Identity is Not Easy to Masquerade With 
Jane needs to have assurance her digital identity is not easy to masquerade with.  Regardless of 
the technology selected, her identity must be secure.  Jane doesn’t want Sally Smith to obtain her 
digital identity and masquerade as her.   

Further, as time passes, technology changes.  What may be today’s best digital identity security 
may quickly become tomorrow’s turd due to technology changes.  Therefore, all civil 
registration systems around the world need to be assessing the security of the digital identity.  

If they find the security is no longer viable, they should change them together.  If they don’t, 
criminals will take the weakest security and leverage it to masquerade as another in a different 
jurisdiction.  See “Global Principles Require Global Implementation” section of this paper for 
further discussion 
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Regarding AI/VR/AR/physical Environments: 
There are different privacy principles depending on what type of entity is in the environments: 

Adult 
Be in Control of the Identity/Biometric/Behavioral Data Used 
As stated in the “Citizens Own and Control Their Own Data Produced About Them” section of 
this document, Jane Doe must have control over her identity, biometric and behavioral data 
generated and/or used in the environments.   However, industry doesn’t want to ruin the user 
experience by constantly interrupting Jane to get her permission for using her identity and her 
data.   

Let’s use the example of Jane Doe walking down a street a few years from now.  There are 
thousands of miniatures 360-degree cameras deployed.  She’s wearing an AR lens and 
approaching a series of stores. (Please read the Biometric/Behavioral Law section of this paper, 
where examples are given of the technology’s used here).   

The Citizen MUST be Able to Determine Their Level of Trust: 
This should range from the ability to act anonymously though to automatically providing consent 
for their identity and biometric/behavioral data to be used by governments and third parties.  
Let’s see what happens to Jane using the following hypothetical levels of trust: 
 
No Trust – Wants to Act Anonymously 
Jane doesn’t want the municipal systems or the stores to know it’s her walking down the street.  
Hypothetically, she would tell her lens she wants to act anonymously.   

The lens would broadcast this to the municipal systems as well as the stores.  Both systems 
would not be able to process the data identifying Jane.  Thus, as Jane approaches Acme Store 
Inc., the advertising would be generic.   

If Jane decides to enter Acme, there would be no customized AI robotic assistant to assist her.  
She would have to ask for assistance if she decides she needs it. 

Some Trust – Wants to Release Identity but Not Provide Consent for Data To Be Used 
Jane decides she is willing to release her identity but doesn’t want to release her data to be used 
without providing her consent.  Hypothetically, Jane might pre-set it such the municipality and 
Acme are approved to know who she is by name but not be able to process data.   

As Jane walks down the street, she might see a message in her AR lens from the municipality 
saying “Good Morning Jane!”.  When she approaches Acme is might present advertising in her 
AR lens with her name on it.  As she enters Acme, she will see advertising saying “Jane, 30% 
off!” Acme Stores however, can’t use the data from Jane to customize the advertising without 
her consent. 
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Jane would be prompted to provide her consent.  Her decisions must be recorded in Jane’s 
central consent management service. 

Medium Trust – Allows Both Identity and Data to Be Used, Automatically Providing Her 
Consent 
Jane would likely pre-set the lens with automatic consent permission for certain categories, e.g. 
municipal, certain types of stores, etc.  As she walks down the street, the municipality instantly 
knows it’s Jane and also uses her historical and present data.  It might send a message to Jane’s 
lens saying “Winter storm coming later today.  Please ensure your car is removed off the road 
since you’re on a main thoroughfare requiring cleaning of the snow.” 

As she approaches Acme, the store would likely display in Jane’s lens a customized advertising 
saying “Warm winter gloves, in your favorite color, now on sale!”  Jane enters Acme.  At the 
door, a virtual AI assistant appears.  It greets her by name, “Hi Jane!” and proceeds to show her 
several different glove styles based on her historic buying patterns.   

As Jane looks around the store, her glance might stop for a second at the dresses.  Her heart rate 
and skin temperature might increase.  The AI assistant instantly notices this, compares it to her 
buying patterns, and offers a 20% discount for her on certain dresses.   

Note the first time Jane comes in contact with the municipality, Acme Stores, etc. her consent 
would be automatically given and logged into her central consent management system.   

High Trust – Gives Permission for Identity and Data to be Used by Anyone 
Jane hypothetically pre-sets the AR lens to broadcast she is giving permission for her name and 
data to be used by anyone.  As she walks down the street, passing a car which she looks at, it her 
AR lens displays car advertising.  When Jane passes a restaurant and looks in the window for 
more than 1 second, the restaurant sees she’s been there once a year ago, knows what she 
ordered, where she sat, what she looked at while eating, etc.  It might display in Jane’s AR lens 
advertising around the type of food she likes with a welcome back discount. 

Note:  Jane would automatically provide consent for her identity and data to be used.  As she 
encounters new stores, etc., her consent would be given and logged into her personal consent 
management service. 
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Trust Summary 
These are just some of the mind-boggling things this revolution will bring.  Other examples 
include medical insurers using your data to diagnose you in real time.  They might offer advice 
AND if you don’t accept it, increase your health insurance rates!  In a later section, I have an 
example of virtual sex with a minor. 

Citizens want convenience and personalization which the technologies offer.  HOWEVER, 
privacy can quickly erode.  My thinking is countries should work with industry to come up with 
an acceptable number of risk levels, while enabling industry to leverage the new tools, easily, in 
an acceptable manner.  See “Global Principles Require Global Implementation” section of this 
paper for further discussion 

Have Secure Identity and Data Handling 
When Jane Doe puts on the AI lens and begins to walk down the street, she wants to feel her 
identity and data is being securely handled.  In security terms, there is a wide number of potential 
“attack vectors”, including, but not limited to: 

• Devices she is wearing  
o How they authenticate to Jane 
o How they store and transmit information 

• Communication between Jane and the thousands of other systems she will be interacting 
with as she walks down the street 

• How Jane’s identity is transmitted 
• How information is sent back to Jane 
• End points, e.g. Jane, municipal networks, Acme Stores, etc. 
• How Jane’s identity is mapped internally to her historic data 
• What other applications or enterprises the data is shared with 
• The underlying databases used to store Jane’s information 
• Storage policies around Jane’s data 
• Permission systems around sharing Jane’s data 
• How the data is archived 
• Auditing records of Jane, the database and any transactions 
• Reporting issued for certain types of events 
• Communication between Jane, Acme Stores and her centralized consent management 

system 
• Authentication strength used in Jane’s centralized consent management system 
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What is required are global laws/regulations specifying minimum standards for the above.  They 
also need to be able to changed relatively quickly.  Why? 

As new technology like quantum computing cones into being, it can effectively upset the 
cryptography apple cart.  It will render once secure algorithms insecure.  Therefore, the laws and 
regulations need to be created such there is global, national and local decision making adjusting 
their laws to new standards.  See “Global Principles Require Global Implementation” section of 
this paper for further discussion 

Having Control Over How Governments and Third Parties Share Data 
Jane may accept Acme Stores can use her biometric, behavior and other data.  However, she may 
not want it shared with Wonderful Marketing Inc., an aggregator of user behaviors.  Therefore, 
Jane should be prompted to approve the sharing of the data with Wonderful Marketing Inc. in a 
separate consent.  This raises to Jane’s attention her data will be shared.  It also specifies entities 
the data will be shared with.  Jane can make her decision. 

Know Who One Is Dealing With 
Jane should know who she’s dealing with in a AI/AR/VR/physical environment.  Is the Acme 
virtual assistant generated by AI or, is it a virtual assistant of a real person?  Jane’s lenses, or 
whatever she’s using, MUST be able to legally identify these entities anonymously.   

Let’s assume the Acme assistant is an AI generated robot.  When Jane looks at this person, there 
should be some way of easily seeing/determining it’s an AI robot. 

Minor: 
Require their parents/legal guardian’s consent to have any of their identity, biometric, 
behavioral or other data used 
Let’s use a use case of Jane Doe a minor.  She’s heard from her friends about them having virtual 
sex in an AI/AR/VR/physical environment and wants to try it.  However, since she’s underage, 
she has to be very clever to do this.  What’s to stop Jane Doe from acquiring her friend Sally 
Smiths identity (who is of legal age) and using it to masquerade as her in the sex environment? 

My thinking is it starts with Jane Doe’s and Sally Smith’s underlying digital identities being 
secure.  It progresses onto the security for the VR/AR goggles, lens, sensory devices, etc. being 
used.  These too need to be able to authenticate only to Sally and not allow Jane Doe to use them 
to enter a sexual application.  

  

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1804.00200.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1804.00200.pdf
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I suspect the manufacturers of the goggles, lenses, sensory devices et al used, as well as the 
pornography entity producing the sex environment, are all potentially legally liable if Jane can 
get into the sex environment without being of legal age.  I also suspect there will be interest from 
the manufacturers of the hardware and software to mitigate against potential lawsuits and 
criminal charges arising from this.  See “Global Principles Require Global Implementation” 
section of this paper for further discussion.  Also refer to the paper, “Virtual Sex, Identity, Data 
& Consent”. 

Let’s use another use case involving Jane Doe the minor.  Jane needs to be treated at a hospital.  
Her parents/legal guardians take her there.  In the future, she might be diagnosed by an AI doctor 
with treatment involving the use of AI/AR/VR/physical environments.   

Jane’s parents/legal guardians must provide their consent for Jane’s legal identity to be released 
to the hospital AND agree to let the hospital use both historic and current AI/AR/VR data from 
Jane.  As well, just as in the example of Jane Doe in Acme Stores, they must also give their 
permission for any of her AI/AR/VR data to be shared with other enterprises and/or people 
outside the scope of the initial hospital treatment agreement.   

Finally, let’s assume Jane is struck by a car in a street without anyone knowing it’s her.  The 
ambulance arrives and she is being rushed to hospital.  The medics would likely be wearing 
AI/AR/VR goggles, headsets, or whatever.  They will have the privilege of waving Jane’s rights 
to privacy.  Instantly they receive identification of Jane and her medical data. This would likely 
be possible from searching the metadata. 

All of the above hints at the complexity in protecting a child in the new emerging age we live in. 

Be Able to Show They are a Minor Anonymously 
Jane Doe should be able to anonymously prove she’s a human minor.  Her parents/legal 
guardians should be able to delegate this as previously discussed. As in the school example, 
where Jane Doe is in a learning AI/AR/VR environment, she must be able to act anonymously, 
as a minor, unless legal consent is obtained from her parents/legal guardians or their delegates. 

Have Varying Degrees of Trust Approved by Their Parents/Legal Guardians 
Jane Doe, a teenager, is walking down the street by some stores. As she grows older, she wants 
to be able to shop on her own, etc.  This poses challenges in assigning levels of trust to her.   

Do we assign the same levels of trust an adult could have and let Jane’s parents/legal guardians 
approve the levels?  Are their restrictions should apply to Jane because she’s a minor?  What is 
the possible granularity of restrictions available, e.g. stores, retail, etc.? 

The principles need to be hammered out at a global level, with child data privacy experts.  These 
should be used to guide the technology and new laws/regulations required.  

https://www.hvl.net/pdf/Virtual%20Sex,%20Identity,%20Data%20&%20Consent%20March%202019
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/Virtual%20Sex,%20Identity,%20Data%20&%20Consent%20March%202019
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Be Protected Against Bullying According to Laws/Regulations 
Jane Doe is being bullied by John and Sally Smith in an AI/AR/VR/physical environment.  Her 
identity should be anonymous, unless otherwise consented to by her parents/legal guardians or 
their assigned legal delegates.  What can be done to deter this? 

The actions taken in this environment, by all participants, including AI generated robots, against 
Jane will be recorded.  The length of time for the recording depends on the replay laws assigned 
to it (see the replay law principle later in the next section).   

The types of bullying behaviors in these environments, against minors, can hypothetically be 
monitored by AI software.   The level of AI monitoring can be seen as an invasion of one’s 
privacy.  On the other hand, it could detect bullying.   

My thoughts are for educational/health environments, some type of AI monitoring software 
should be used, with the consent of the participants and/or their parents/legal guardians.  It’s akin 
in the old days of having a bully on the school grounds, where a teacher monitors the school yard 
and apprehends the bully.  Outside of these “controlled” environments, AI monitoring likely 
shouldn’t be allowed unless otherwise prescribed by laws/ regulations.   

Regardless, bullying experts need to participate in creating global principles.  These should be 
applied to creating new laws/regulations pertaining to AI/AR/VR/physical environments.  

Power of Attorney 
Jane Doe, because of her mental condition, requires someone to act as her power of attorney - in 
this case Sally Smith.  When the legal system determines Sally is going to be Jane’s power of 
attorney; 

• Sally Smith’s identity should be verified via the new age civil registration service before 
the legal power of attorney is complete 

• Should automatically notify the civil registration system of this relationship 
• The new age civil registration service should issue to Sally: 

o Jane Doe’s digital identity 
o Jane Doe’s legal anonymous identity 
o Ability to digitally sign documents on Jane Doe’s behalf 
o Ability for Sally to delegate her consent for Jane Doe’s identity and data to others 

 

There are likely many different use cases pertaining to Power of Attorney.  The principles need 
to be hammered out using the use cases as guidelines.  This should result in amending and/or 
creating new laws/regulations for both existing Power of Attorney legislation and new age civil 
registration service. 
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Replay Ability 
Jane Doe’s every action, body movement, biometrics and behavior can be tracked each second.  
This data is potentially a gold mine of information for marketers, police, regulatory authorities, 
prosecutors, defence lawyers and criminals.   
 
Jane Doe has virtual sex today in an AI/AR/VR/physical environment.  She can replay it, exactly 
feeling as it occurred, one year from now or many years from now.  Her partners in the 
environment can also potentially replay it as well.  How long should it be kept?  If there are 
multiple players is all their consent required to delete? 
 
Now, let’s consider Jane Doe shopping at Acme Stores.  How long should this data be kept? 
 
Consider Jane Doe’s virtual assistant conducting some kind of financial transaction on Jane 
Doe’s behalf.  Jane does something potentially criminal and deletes the virtual self.  The 
financial institution will need to store the event for likely many years. 
 
Now, put yourself in police or prosecutors’ shoes.  They would like to have the ability to access 
replay ability to mine it for evidence in potential criminal wrong doing. 
 
Next, put yourself in Jane Doe’s lawyers’ shoes, wanting to defend Jane against potential 
criminal charges.  They may or may not want the replay ability to be presented as evidence. 
 
Finally, consider criminals.  They would love to have the ability to access replay ability to mine 
it for potentially criminal actions.     
 
All of this is a new area of law.  Principles need to be developed applying to replay ability and 
new laws/regulations need to be created derived from the principles.  The participant, or 
participants, should be mostly in control of how long replay ability is allowed, excepting as 
otherwise prescribed by laws. Any ability to change agreed upon replay abilities must be by 
court order.   
 
All of this needs to be globally applied. See “Global Principles Require Global Implementation” 
section of this paper for further discussion. 
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Consent: 
In the not too distant future, due to the rise of AI/AR/VR/physical environments plus the Internet 
of Things, Jane Doe will likely be managing hundreds or many more consents.  These will span 
across disparate enterprises, devices, networks and operating systems.  As a result, Jane will 
want to: 

Centrally See All Consents Given 
This is possible using the protocols Kantara User Managed Access (UMA) and User Managed 
Access Federation (UMA Fed).  Jane may want to set up this central consent managed service 
herself, or use one provided by other enterprises and/or government. However, there are 
currently no laws/regulations in place mandating use of this to allow for Jane’s control of her 
consent.   

I’ve written about the need to create new consent laws/regulations in “Why your digital consent 
matters – including sex”  and “Identity Federation: Citizen Consent and the Internet of Things.”  
My premise is we need one new consent law/regulations governing all different types of consent 
which all other laws point to. 

Change Consents Where Allowable by Law 
In an earlier example, Jane Doe’s parents might decide to grant legal consent to her grandparents 
to manage Jane’s identity and/or data to differing degrees of granularity.  This would be done via 
the central consent managed service her parents use.  If they want to change this to her uncle, 
instead of her grandparents, they would do so via the consent managed service.   

However, there are considerations need to be taken into consideration when crafting new 
laws/regulations.  For example, the identity and credential assurance required for Jane’s parents 
to allow someone to see the output of a fridge IoT device is much different than granting 
someone potential control over Jane’s identity and data.  Therefore, the laws/regulations need to 
specify categories of risk and assign minimal identity and credential assurance required.   

There are many instances where the consent should be recorded BUT it can’t be changed.  For 
example, when Jane Doe applies for a passport, she must provide her consent for a background 
check, etc.  This type of consent should be recorded in the central consent registry, BUT not be 
allowable for Jane to change the consent.  Therefore, the consent laws/regulations need to 
specify what types of services these are.   

When any police, or other legal agency, want to view Jane Doe’s consent management service, 
an order by a judge should be required, according to the consent laws/regulations.  These need to 
be globally applied.  See “Global Principles Require Global Implementation” section of this 
paper for further discussion. 

  

https://kantarainitiative.org/confluence/display/uma/Home
https://kantarainitiative.org/confluence/display/uma/Home
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/Why%20Your%20Consent%20Matters%20Dec%202018.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/Why%20Your%20Consent%20Matters%20Dec%202018.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/Identity%20Federation-%20%20Citizen%20Consent%20and%20the%20Internet%20of%20Things%20-%20October%202017%5b1%5d%5b1%5d%5b1%5d%5b1%5d%5b1%5d%5b2%5d%5b1%5d%5b1%5d%5b1%5d%5b5%5d%5b1%5d%5b3%5d%5b1%5d%5b1%5d%5b5%5d%5b11%5d%5b4%5d%5b4%5d%5b5%5d%5b32%5d%5b51.pdf
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Consent Management 
When Jane Doe uses her consent management service, she MUST be confident the service is 
secure.   This includes, but isn’t limited to: 

• Identity and credential assurance required 
• Endpoints used by the consent managed service and the other endpoints where the 

consent will be applied 
• TLS used to secure the communication channel 
• Encryption of the actual consent 
• Digital signatures used for the consent 
• Storage standards for the consent managed service 
• Archival polices for the consent managed service 

 

The laws/regulations should specify minimal standards for consent managed service providers 
based on risk.  Further, since technology changes, the laws/regulations should be designed to be 
quickly changed when new technology arrives obsoleting what was once thought to be secure 
practices.  See “Global Principles Require Global Implementation” section of this paper for 
further discussion. 

Consent Transfer Policies 
Jane Doe wants to transfer her consent managed service from Consent Managed Service 
Provider (CMSP) 1 to CMSP 2. Jane wants to be assured the transfer is secure and, if required, 
ensure her previous consent managed service records will be available for some time.  This 
requires laws/regulations specifying minimum standards for the transfer process, archival 
policies and data retention times.   
 
These consents could be used in a court of law for criminal or civil suits as well as by police 
agencies.  The laws therefore need to spell out the conditions upon which police agencies can 
obtain access to these records. 
 
We therefore need to develop consent transfer use cases, derive guiding principles and use these 
to create new consent transfer laws/regulations. These need to be globally applied.  See “Global 
Principles Require Global Implementation” section of this paper for further discussion. 

Managing Minor Consents 
In prior use cases given above, Jane Doe’s parents assigned consent managing her identity and 
data ability to her grandparents, her uncle, her school and the hospital.  The central consent 
managed service needs to be able to display, in one place, all of Jane Doe, the minor’s, consents.  
The central consent managed service should specify granting of the ability to manage her consent 
from her parents to the grandparents, uncle, school and hospital AS WELL AS displaying all 
consents given by these entities.   
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If Jane Doe’s legal custody changes, so must her new custodians’ abilities to grant consent.  The 
new age civil registration laws/regulations AND the consent laws/regulations should specify the 
process for doing this.   
 
When Jane Do reaches legal age, the central consent managed service should transfer over to her 
control.   All of the above needs to be specified by new age consent laws/regulations.  These 
need to be globally applied. See “Global Principles Require Global Implementation” section of 
this paper for further discussion. 
 
Finally, the principles and use cases derived may or may not also require changes to Kantara 
UMA and UMA Fed.   
 

Managing Power of Attorney Consents 
In her old age, Jane Doe requires others to act as power of attorney on her behalf.  The person, or 
people, assigned to this, must have laws/regulations governing how they will be assigned to 
manage Jane’s central managed consent service.   
 
Additionally, they must have the ability to delegate consent to others as prescribed by 
laws/regulations. As with minors, the central consent managed service should specify granting of 
the ability to manage her consent to others AS WELL AS displaying all consents given by these 
entities.   
 
If Jane Doe’s legal power of attorney people change, so must her new custodians’ abilities to 
grant consent.  The new age civil registration laws/regulations AND the consent laws/regulations 
should specify the process for doing this.  These need to be globally applied. See “Global 
Principles Require Global Implementation” section of this paper for further discussion. 
 

All Consents Shall be Governed by a Central Consent Law/Regulation 
As stated in the “Centrally See All Consents Given” section of this document, my premise is 
there should be one law governing consent all other laws point to.  As technology changes, the 
consent laws and regulations should be relatively quickly updated as well. See “Global Principles 
Require Global Implementation” section of this paper for further discussion. 
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Virtual/Physical Robots: 

Unique Identities 
Jane Doe, or Acme Robots Inc., or a government, or in the not so distant future, a robot, is going 
to create a virtual or physical robot.   They will create a unique identifier for the new robot. 

I’ve written about this in a paper “Legally Identifying Robots?”  Each robot created should have 
a unique identity.  See the singularity section for more discussion on this. 

Robotic Identification Unit (RIU) 
Each unique robotic identity MUST be placed in the robotic code in a “Robotic Identification 
Unit” (RIU).  It MUST be secure mitigating the risk of a malicious person obtaining or replacing 
the identity within the robot.  This must be according to the new age civil registration system 
laws/regulations according to global best practices.  

Legal Registration 
Do all robots need to be legally registered?  This needs to be discussed as a possible principle.  I 
am of mixed feelings about this.   

One can see if the robot isn’t interacting with humans or other robots in a way requiring legal 
identification, the answer is no.  However, imagine the not so distant future when there are 
literally many billions of virtual/physical robots, AND they are becoming “smarter”.  One can 
therefore make the argument all robots should be legally registered to legally identify each one.   

Let’s hypothetically assume all robots will be legally registered and follow Jane Doe’s robotic 
registration through a process… 

Jane Doe would be able to automatically submit her robot for registration.  Let’s use a robotic 
identification for her robot of 12345.  The civil registration service will likely need to determine 
Jane’s legal identity.  If the creator is a company, government or robot, their legal identities need 
to be instantly verified.   

Once Jane’s identity is verified, she presents the robotic identification 12345.  The new age civil 
registration service should be able to check its own database as well as ALL OTHER CIVIL 
REGISTRATION DATABASES to see if the number 12345 has been registered.  Assuming it 
hasn’t, they will perform some type of calculation on 12345 and create the civil registration 
service’s own legal robotic identification number (e.g. abcde).   

The civil registration service would hypothetically pass this number back to Jane to 
automatically insert into the RIU.  The robot is now legally registered.   

  

https://www.hvl.net/pdf/Legally%20Identifying%20Robots%20Feb%202019.pdf
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Can this process be streamlined even further?  Possibly yes.   

By using digital certificates, Jane, or others, can ascertain the uniqueness of the robot.  This 
digital certificate would be submitted to the civil registration service for entry.  The civil 
registration service would do a global lookup on the cert to ascertain its uniqueness, register the 
identity and send a response back from the civil registration service, stating the identity is now 
registered. 

The use cases need to be written for various situations and the guiding principles created.   

Automating Legal Registration 
The pace of robotic creation will be VERY fast and in large volumes.  Thus, the issue of scaling 
legal robotic identification comes into play.  I’ve written about this in “Rapidly Scaling Robotic 
Identification?” 

All portions of the process will need to be identified and securely automated, wherever possible.  
Thus, there needs to be use cases created for this and guiding principles derived.  

Robotic Ownership 
Robots will be assigned according to laws/regulations to: 

• Individuals 
• Third parties 
• Governments 
• Themselves 

 

Does the civil registration service need to manage the contract law pertaining to robotic 
ownership?  Likely not.  It can be managed outside the system.  Let’s use Jane Doe’s robot 
12345 as an example. 

Jane Doe created robot 12345.  She is going to sell it to her friend, Sally Smith.  As part of the 
sales agreement process, Sally searches the new age civil registration service, with Jane’s 
consent, for robot 12345.  She sees the registered owner is Jane Doe.  As part of the sales 
agreement, Jane gives her consent to the new age civil registration service to transfer ownership 
to Sally Smith. 

The actual contract details of the price, amount and any restrictions will exist outside the civil 
registration system.  I think all the civil registration service needs to know, is Jane has granted 
her legal consent to transfer robot 12345 from herself to Sally.   

A person, third party, government or, in the future, a robot, may likely own many other robots.  
Guiding principles about this need to be discussed and agreed upon globally with the robotic 
industry, government and privacy experts.   

https://www.hvl.net/pdf/Rapidly%20Scaling%20Robot%20Identification%20Feb%202019.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/Rapidly%20Scaling%20Robot%20Identification%20Feb%202019.pdf
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Level Playing Field 
There needs to be a level playing field for robotic registration.  Why?  It will mitigate against 
malicious people creating robots in one jurisdiction having weak robotic registrations, using 
them in another, then deleting them to cover their tracts, pretending they never existed.  See 
“Global Principles Require Global Implementation” section of this paper for further discussion. 

Identification, Showing They Are a Robot 
Jane is in an AI/AR/VR/physical sex environment.  She’ll want to know which are human 
generated robots, which are AI generated ones and which are human.  I suspect, but don’t know, 
as time passes, it will become hard to differentiate them.  Thus, each robot generated needs to be 
able to show it’s a robot.   

This could be done by issuing each robotic owner a digital identity for the robot.  The owner 
would have the ability to delegate this to the robot to use, similar in some respects to children’s 
identities.   

However, it will likely be possible in the future robots create other robots and at some point, 
become their own entity.   Thus, the use cases need to reflect all of this and guiding principles 
derived.   

Robotic Singularity 
Singularity Identification 
Jane Doe creates robots 1,2,3, 4 and 5.  Each of them is unique BUT, they can also think and 
learn together.  This is what’s called “singularity”.  Do robots operating in singularity need to be 
identified as such?  How will this be done?   

Singularity and Data 
Jane Doe’s robots are producing their data and sharing it with the other robots in the group.  This 
leads to more data.  Now let’s make it more complicated… 

Jane Doe’s Robot 1 works for Acme 1 Inc.  Jane Doe’s robot 2 works for Acme 2 Inc.  Both 
Acme 1 and 2 don’t want to cross-share data produced by the robots while working for them.  
Hypothetically, as a background check before contracting with Jane Doe, they would likely want 
to check each of the robots in the civil registration system.  They would see the robots are 
registered to Jane Doe, AND they are operating in singularity.  Therefore, they would either not 
contract with Jane or requires some assurance the data won’t be cross-shared. 

Singularity Summary 
Yes, it’s complicated.  Guiding principles derived from singularity use cases, in conjunction with 
the robotic industry and privacy experts, need to be derived before creating any new 
legislation/regulations pertaining to robotic singularity.  This needs to be global.  See “Global 
Principles Require Global Implementation” section of this paper for further discussion. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technological_singularity
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Robotic Termination 
At the end of a paper “The Identity Lifecycle of Jane Doe”, I asked some tough questions about 
what happens to the robots Jane owns when she dies?  In the paper “Legal Person: Humans, 
Clones, Virtual and Physical AI Robotics – New Privacy Principles”, I discuss privacy principles 
for robots.  

What “rights” does a robot have?  Does a humanoid robot similar to “Data in Star Trek” (see 
https://www.sanctuary.ai/ as an example) require more rights than say a welding robot in a car 
manufacturing facility? 

When does a robotic life end?  Robots can be created for seconds, minutes, hours, days, weeks, 
months, years, centuries, etc.  Who determines the lifetime of a robot? 

There likely isn’t one answer.  Guiding principles derived from termination use cases, in 
conjunction with the robotic industry and privacy experts, need to be derived before creating any 
new legislation/regulations pertaining to robotic termination. 

Robotic Summary 
The robotic industry is in its early years.  It’s not hard to imagine billions of virtual and physical 
robots on the planet in only a few years.  Not all robots are created equal, e.g. a robotic welder 
versus a robot which is humanoid.   

Since robots will increasingly be used in potentially litigious or criminal charge situations, I 
think the robotic industry will want to mitigate against their risk.  Thus, it’s likely in their best 
interests to work with governments and privacy experts to create a legally level playing field 
regarding identity and data, globally, in which the robotics industry can flourish.  See “Global 
Principles Require Global Implementation” section of this paper for further discussion. 

  

https://www.hvl.net/pdf/The%20identity%20lifecycle%20of%20Jane%20Doe%20Dec%202018.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/Legal%20Person%20Dec%202018.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/Legal%20Person%20Dec%202018.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_(Star_Trek)
https://www.sanctuary.ai/
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New Age Civil Registration Service: 

Identity Verification Only 
I have a privacy principle stating a citizen should be able to live off the grid if they so choose 
with their own privacy.  From this, I derive the new age civil registration service, should only 
do legal identity verification and nothing else.   

I’ve been the identity architect for a government’s citizen identity and authentication service.  
These types of services offer citizens one place to go to authenticate and to access any 
government service.  Other countries, like Estonia and India, at different ages, register their 
citizens in national databases, via biometrics.  They use this to establish contact information for 
the citizen. 

My premise is any other government service, including examples of Estonia and India, should: 

• Be separate from the new age civil registration service 
• Leverage the new age civil registration service’s legal identity verification service to 

register any citizen into their systems 
• Be separate from the new age civil registration service 

 

Digital signatures should be issued as part of the citizen’s identity, at legal age, by the new age 
civil registration service.   

Let’s take Jane Doe as an example.  Her legal identification will be done via the new age civil 
registration service.  When she comes of legal age, she will receive control of her legal identity 
plus receive the ability to digitally sign documents.   

If she chooses, she can register in state, provincial or national citizen identity and authentication 
services.   

Independent Legally, Physically and Networks 
The new age civil registration service MUST be able to operate independently from other 
government services.  Why?  It is the source of legal truth for an identity and therefore mitigation 
of any other government ministry or service trying to interfere with it should be mitigated. 

As well, the civil registration service management should exist in separate physical facilities on a 
different network.  Care should be taken to minimize the risk of malicious people, either 
physically or electronically, accessing the facilities to do harm to the underlying legal identity 
data. 
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Legally Prove the Identity is Who They Claim to Be 
When Jane Doe is in a court of law, she and/or the government must be able to prove its legally 
Jane Doe.  In the age of human cloning, this requires the use of biometrics. 
 
As well, her robots need to be able to be legally proven they are who they or Jane claim to be.  
Thus, if Jane’s robot 12345 is in legal question, the court of law must be able to legally prove it’s 
12345.   
 
Thus, the new age civil registration service MUST be able to provide proof Jane is Jane and 
robot 12345 is robot 12345. 
 

Linking Records to Parents and/or Robotic Owners 
When Jane is born, her parents, if available, should have their identity verified and a link 
established in the birth records between Jane and her parents.  If Jane is assigned custody to 
another person or people, this person’s legal identity should be verified, and a link established as 
a guardian between Jane and the other person or people. 

The same applies to robots, where they are owned by another person, company, or robot.  Let’s 
use the following examples to illustrate this: 

• Jane owns robot 12345 
o Jane’s record and robot 12345 are linked 

• Jane sells robot 12345 to Acme Robotics Inc. 
o Robot 12345 is changed over to an external link to the authoritative legal source 

for Acme Robots Inc. 
• Acme Robots Inc sells robot 12345 to Government X 

o Robot 12345 is changed over to an external link to the authoritative source for 
Government X 

  

The use cases need to be hammered out, agreed upon and used to derive new laws/regulations 
pertaining to robotic linkages within the new age civil registration service. 

Death/Termination 
Jane dies.  At her death, if the biometrics used to register her are still available from her body, 
these will be used to verify her identity. An entry will be made of her death in her civil service 
record. 

The question of robotic termination has already been previously discussed.  Once the 
laws/regulations are created around robotic termination, at the end of the process, the robot’s 
civil registration record will be shown as terminated. 
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Digitally Publishing All New Age Civil Service Records 
When Jane is born, undergoes a name/gender change, marries, divorces or dies, the new age civil 
registration service MUST digitally publish the record such there is no way it can be legally 
disputed.  Blockchain is a potential candidate for this.   
 
Regardless, all new age civil registration services should endeavor to publish them in a similar 
manner according to global best practices. 
 
I have another idea about death notification.  Jane takes out a loan for a new house from Acme 
Banking Inc.  As part of the agreement, it’s hypothetically possible Jane agrees to have the new 
age civil registration service put Acme Banking on a notification list in the event of her demise.  
When Jane dies, Acme Banking Inc. is automatically notified. 
 
This idea needs to be discussed. If others find merit in this, use cases should be created, 
principles derived and used to create new death notification law/regulation. 
 

Biometrics Used/Storage 
Jane Doe’s biometrics used to legally verify her should: 

• Not allow for her to be profiled using them (e.g. DNA shouldn’t be used) 
• Be stored offline to enhance database security 

 
If this principle is adhered to, the technology used to quickly verify an identity to the highest 
level of assurance, i.e. securely providing Jane’s biometrics, will need to be examined.   
 
Refer to the biometrics/behavior section of this document for more information on biometrics. 
 

Yes/No and Persistent Anonymous Identifiers (PAI) Responses 
When Jane Doe is verifying her identity the response back from the new age civil registration 
service, the response should be either: 

• Yes/no 
• Pass a Persistent Anonymous Identifiers (PAI) to other governments, third parties or 

individuals wanting to search/verify the identity of the person 
 

Jane is applying to create a new bank account at Acme Banking Inc.  Because of the risk, in 
addition to providing her digital identity, she also provides her biometrics in a controlled, secure 
location.  The bank securely transmits the biometrics.  The response back may be a “yes” or 
“no”.  It could also be a number 12345abcde.  Why use this? 

Each time the bank wants to verify Jane’s identity, the number 12345abcde is sent from the new 
age civil registration service.  They don’t send Jane’s legal identity information over.  Jane 
controls her digital identity.  
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If Jane goes to Different Bank Inc. and wants to open up an account, the new age civil 
registration service would send a different number 67890fghijk to Different Bank Inc.  Each time 
Different Bank Inc. wants to verify Jane’s identity, they would receive the same number. 

These are called “Persistent Anonymous Identifiers” or “PAI”.  It’s a way of protecting the 
identity information. 

This needs to be discussed and use cases created.  Depending on what’s agreed to, principles 
need to be derived and used to create new law/legislation. 

Must Be Highly Available 
Jane Doe wants to use her legal identity registration to prove who she is, from anywhere on the 
planet.  She might want to create one or many robots at any time.  It’s likely they will have to 
communicate, instantly, with all the over new age civil registration services around the planet.  

These are simple examples of why the new age civil registration service MUST be highly 
available 24x7x365.  See: 

• “Global Principles Require Global Implementation” section of this paper for further 
discussion about the global requirements 

• “AI, AR, VR, Identity and Data Require Secure, Highly Available Electrical Grid” 
section of this paper for a discussion secure grid requirement. 
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Biometrics/Behavioral Data: 
Let’s return to the use case of Jane Doe walking down a street in an AI/AR/VR/physical 
environment.  As she walks, she is being observed, each second, with this data being instantly 
correlated with biometrics from devices she’s wearing.  From this data, her identity can be 
determined, as well as to possibly authenticate her.   

For example, as she walks towards Acme Store Inc. the store would know it’s Jane and, with her 
permission (likely granted earlier by Jane), authenticate her. When she walks into the store, the 
AI assistant not only knows her pervious buying habits, BUT also knows exactly how’s she’s 
feeling from the behavioral biometrics.  It would be able to compare her feelings with past 
purchase buying patterns.   

Jane could select some goods/services.  She simply walks out of the store without paying 
anybody physically.  The store automatically authenticated her, viewed her credit rating and 
approved the purchases of the goods she had in her arms.   

This technology is now nearly here.  Examples of this include: 

• “Don’t look now: why you should be worried about machines reading your emotions”  
• “This AI Can Recognize Anger, Awe, Desire, Fear, Hate, Grief, Love ... By How You 

Touch Your Phone” 
• “How innovative retailers are using AI to deliver tomorrow’s shopping experience” 
• “You've heard of AR glasses, but this startup wants to make them into contact lenses.” 
• “Apple buys startup focused on lenses for AR glasses.” 

 

My premise is the technology is now far ahead of our laws.   

One Central Biometric/Behavioral Identity, Authentication & Data Law Which 
All Other Laws Refer To 
Most countries around the world lack a central biometric/behavioral identity, authentication and 
data law.  The changes in biometrics and behavioral data, and their usage, requires an almost 
constant change to the laws/regulations pertaining to them.  Given this fast-paced change, it 
makes sense to house the laws/regulations under one law.  Other laws, where they speak to 
biometrics/behavioral identity, authentication and/or data, should be referenced to the new 
law/regulations. 

For readers’ reference, I’ve written two papers on biometrics and laws: 

• “Why We Need New Biometric Laws Protecting Our Privacy” 
• “Identity Federation: Biometrics and Governments” 

 
The laws/regulations will have several different components: 

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/mar/06/facial-recognition-software-emotional-science
https://www.forbes.com/sites/johnkoetsier/2018/08/31/new-tech-could-help-siri-google-assistant-read-our-emotions-through-touch-screens/#64ffe4b12132
https://www.forbes.com/sites/johnkoetsier/2018/08/31/new-tech-could-help-siri-google-assistant-read-our-emotions-through-touch-screens/#64ffe4b12132
https://www.lsretail.com/blog/innovative-retailers-using-ai-deliver-tomorrows-shopping-experience/
https://www.cnet.com/news/youve-heard-of-ar-glasses-but-this-startup-wants-to-make-them-into-contact-lenses/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-apple-tech/apple-buys-startup-focused-on-lenses-for-ar-glasses-idUSKCN1LE2VS
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/Biometric%20laws%20Dec%202018.pdf
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/Identity-Federation-Biometrics-and-Governments-May-2018.pdf
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Biometric/Behavioral Identification & Authentication 
Background 
The biometric papers I’ve written about state biometrics are not all equal.  They have different 
accuracies, represented by the “Equal Error Rate” (ERR) or “Crossover Error Rate” (CRR).  For 
legal identity verification, historically, fingerprints, iris and DNA have very low EER’s and are 
thus used in courts of law.   

However, even if an enterprise is using a biometric with a low EER rate, they might still have a 
problem.  Why?  The biometric readers can potentially be spoofed.  Thus, today’s best biometric 
reader might become tomorrow’s turd due to technology changes.   

Biometrics are also not secrets.  Thus, they can be relatively easily obtained by malicious people.  

Finally, it’s my own personal opinion, there’s a lack of independent testing agencies testing out 
ERR’s and especially biometric readers.  This leads to what I call the “wild west” of biometric 
vendors claims. I also suspect, but don’t know, a similar situation will develop with behavioral 
biometrics.   

Biometric/Behavioral Standards 
We need to establish global standards for biometrics and behavioral data used in identity and 
authentication.  This is a foundational principle.   

It requires global cooperation in creating unified independent research and testing on 
biometric/behavioral ERR and readers/AI technology used.  The testing/research should be 
continuous to keep up with the fast-changing technology landscape.   

The research and standards developed should be instantly made available to all new age civil 
registration services to adjust their standards for biometrics used for identity verification.  It 
should also apply to determining allowable biometric/behavioral readers, and the conditions 
under which they can be used. 

See “Global Principles Require Global Implementation” section of this paper for further 
discussion about the global requirements 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biometrics
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Citizen Consent 
As stated earlier in this document, citizens should own and control their own data.  Thus, the 
biometric and behavioral laws must reflect this.  Any aberration from this must be prescribed by 
laws and/or a judge’s order.   

Legal Minimal Operating Standards 
The independent testing agencies should collaborate with all the governments to create and 
update biometric and behavioral laws.  These should set minimum operating standards, and 
likely include the following about data: 

• Collection 
• Transmission 
• Storage 
• Usage 
• Sharing 
• Archiving 
• Deletion 

 
Data Usage 
How will Jane’s data of her walking down the street, in the store, school or hospital be used in a 
AI/AR/VR/physical environment?  It can be used to customize goods/services for her, help her 
learn, work, play and heal.  Yet, conversely, it can be used against her by governments, research, 
police and malicious people.   
 
I think it’s a moving target as the technology develops.  Therefore, the guiding principles, use 
cases and laws/regulations pertaining to biometric and behavioral data usage need to be 
constantly updated and changed.   There is no “one answer”.  I suspect the citizen trust levels 
illustrated earlier on in this paper, once agreed to, will likely need to be updated as technology 
changes occur. 
 

Biometric/Behavioral Summary 
The use of biometrics and behavioral data for identification, authentication and data will likely 
continue to increase at a fast pace.  As noted earlier, I feel it’s like the wild west with respect to 
vendors’ claims, implementation standards and laws/regulations covering this.   

Therefore, we need to agree on use cases, guiding principles used to create new 
biometric/behavioral laws that all other laws are then referenced to.  Further, the laws/regulations 
need to be global in scope.  Please see the next section, “Global Principles Require Global 
Implementation” of this paper for further discussion about the global requirements. 
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Global Principles Require Global Implementation: 
Jane Doe lives in a world of nation states.  Each has their own national laws.  Within many of 
them, are states/provinces, each with their own laws.  This system has worked relatively well for 
the last few hundred years.  However, with the rise of cell phones, wireless and the internet, it’s 
now no longer working so well.  Consider cybercrime… 

According to the World Economic Forum’s “Fighting cybercrime – what happens to the law 
when the law cannot be enforced?” in the US only 0.05% of cybercrimes are successfully 
prosecuted!  Why such a low rate? 

The prime reason is jurisdictions.  As the CSO article “Why it's so hard to prosecute cyber 
criminals” states, “It’s hard enough to successfully prosecute a cyber criminal if they originate in 
the same jurisdiction as the victim, but close to impossible when both reside in different 
locations.”  Come with me on a journey, only a few years into the future… 

The advent of AI/AR/VR/physical environments will blur not only the lines between virtual and 
physical realities, but also blur lines between jurisdictions.   In effect, the planet “shrinks” from a 
business, social, political, law and criminal perspective.  People’s highly personal data, and 
there’ll be LOTS of it, will fly around the planet at the speed of an electron.    

Jane can be watched identified, our emotions determined, as she walks down the street, into a 
store or wherever. It will do Jane Doe no good, if she’s walking down the street in one country, 
feeling secure about herself because the nation she lives in adheres to new age privacy laws, 
when her data is being sent to other nation states where it’s easily, criminally mis-used.  So, 
what’s the answer? 

We need global principles, driving consistent global laws, across all jurisdictions.  This might 
seem a fanciful statement, yet without this, crime rates will continue to increase.  When their 
systems are breached, industry will pay for this via financial losses, civil lawsuits and criminal 
charges.  Governments will feel increasing pressure from citizens to do something.  Yet, they are 
mostly powerless to do so on their own without collaborating with others.   

My thoughts are different industry sectors producing AI/AR/VR/physical environments, and also 
those consuming them, will be motivated to have a level, legal playing field.  Early adopter 
governments will also feel motivated to collaborate, as they realize virtual robots easily move 
across their borders.  By combining these groups with privacy/technology experts, use cases can 
be established, principles elucidated resulting in new common laws/regulations implemented.   

One cannot boil the global political ocean. However, one can methodically create a new global 
model in a few countries, implement it and bring others to adopt it.  Industry is a prime driving 
factor with the new technology. 

 

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/02/fighting-cybercrime-what-happens-to-the-law-when-the-law-cannot-be-enforced/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/02/fighting-cybercrime-what-happens-to-the-law-when-the-law-cannot-be-enforced/
https://www.csoonline.com/article/3147398/why-its-so-hard-to-prosecute-cyber-criminals.html
https://www.csoonline.com/article/3147398/why-its-so-hard-to-prosecute-cyber-criminals.html
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AI, AR, VR, Identity and Data Require Secure, Highly Available Electrical 
Grid: 
The advent of AI/AR/VR/physical environments means an increasing reliance upon electricity 
and the electrical grid.  There are interruptions from natural disasters.   However, the grid is 
mostly available.  This results in a common perception the grid will always be there.  But, will 
it?  
 
There is a 1 in 8 chance, THIS DECADE, the planet can be put back in the dark ages, 
likely for many years.  Why?  Geomagnetic disturbances from the sun (GMD).  In 1859, there 
was a GMD, called the Carrington Event, which severely affected telegraph systems.  Today, if 
this was to occur, it would likely burn out many transformers. The number of transformer 
manufacturers, globally, is limited AND, it takes time to make them.   
 
The US Government has studied the effects of this, together with a high-altitude electromagnetic 
pulse (HEMP) event, cause by a nuclear explosion overhead.  It’s conclusions?  Up to 90% loss 
of life, post event.  Why?  The loss of electricity for years would cause almost all current systems 
to fail.  Everything relying upon electricity wouldn’t work.   
 
One additional thing to note is a HEMP event is different than a GMD because it carries 
additional electrical energy.  Thus, a HEMP event would likely cause the failure of most data 
centres which aren’t EMP proofed (currently the majority).   
 
The reader will likely be thinking, “Surely the governments around the world have plans 
addressing this?”  Answer – mostly no.  Why not?  While the technology exists today to address 
it, deploying it requires LOTS of money and there is a lack of political will.   
 
Add to this, electrical grid security.  Several years ago, I was the identity architect for a small 
utility.  We discovered the grid wasn’t secure.  This led to a project to secure it.  Recently, in the 
US, the Wall Street Journal published “America’s Electric Grid Has a Vulnerable Back Door—
and Russia Walked Through It” documenting a successful hack into the US grid. 
 
The principle states the grid will be secure and highly available.  Given the above, what’s the 
solution? 
 
First, general awareness.  In the US, there is a coalition, “Secure the Grid”  working to change 
legislation protecting the grid.  Almost all other countries lack even this type of coalition. So, 
step one is establishing this. 
 
I wrote “When our legal identity trust goes poof!” In it, I provide links to the research, as well as 
outlining common-sense steps for governments and industry to address this; survey, publish, plan 
and legislate.  This applies to all countries around the planet.   
 
Right now, my perception is we are all busy digitizing our world while the sun is preparing 
a massive GMD event, which will one day strike us, causing us to go back into the dark 
ages.  It’s time to act. 

https://sites.nationalacademies.org/cs/groups/ssbsite/documents/webpage/ssb_153147.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_storm_of_1859
https://www.wsj.com/articles/americas-electric-grid-has-a-vulnerable-back-doorand-russia-walked-through-it-11547137112
https://www.wsj.com/articles/americas-electric-grid-has-a-vulnerable-back-doorand-russia-walked-through-it-11547137112
https://securethegrid.com/
https://www.hvl.net/pdf/When%20our%20legal%20identity%20trust%20goes%20poof%20Jan%202019.pdf
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Summary 
The world is increasingly complex.  The arrival of AI/AR/VR/physical environments, means we 
need new identity, data and consent legal frameworks: 

• Providing citizen privacy 
• Putting them in control of their identity and data 
• While at the same time allowing industry to flourish leveraging the AI/AR/VR/physical 

environment revolution occurring 
 
As this thought document attests: 

• There are many components in assembling the new age identity, data and consent legal 
framework 

• Guiding principles first need to be agreed upon before leaping to creating new 
laws/regulations 

 
To do this requires: 

• Elucidation of use cases together with experts representing: 
o AI/AR/VR industry 
o Healthcare 
o Education 
o Retail 
o Entertainment 
o Government 
o Privacy (including children) 

• Global agreement needs to be reached on the identity and data privacy principles 
 

Just as the new technology of AI/AR/VR/Physical environments plus cloning is driving planetary 
change, it equally requires new innovative ways of governing ourselves.  One country, or one 
industry, can no longer go it on their own.   

My hope is the robotics, AI, retail, entertainment and other industries will realize, while they can 
innovate independently in the short-term, the mid-term requires a new legal, data and consent 
framework limiting their potential legal and criminal liabilities.  At the same time, I think if a 
few early deployer countries will realize the same, we can come together, creating a viable legal 
identity,  data and consent framework.  It must protect citizens while allowing industry to 
flourish. 
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